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Inverse Hook Method for Measuring Oscillator Strengths
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%e describe a new method for measuring oscillator strengths for transitions between excited
atomic states. The oscillator strength is determined from changes in the angular distribution or po-
larization of fluorescent light induced by the ac Stark effect of a laser pulse. The method can be
thought of as a variant of the hook method in which the roles of atoms and photons have been in-

terchanged.

PACS numbers: 32.70.CS, 32.80.—t

Oscillator strengths for optical transitions in atoms
and molecules are notoriously difficult to deter-
mine. ' ' In this paper we describe an effective new
method to measure absolute oscillator strengths for
transitions between excited states.

The essence of the method is illustrated in Fig. l.
An atomic state (a) with electronic angular momen-
tum J = —, is anisotropically populated by excitation
with polarized light, as shown in Fig. 1(a). A pulse of
laser light (the light-shift pulse), off resonant by an
amount hv from the resonant frequency for transition
to a second state of interest (b), is appropriately polar-
ized to cause virtual transitions to and from the second
state shown in Fig. 1(b) and thereby transfer atoms
between the sublevels of the populated state (a). At
the end of the laser pulse the sublevel populations
have been modified as shown in Fig. 1(c). The result-
ing changes in sublevel population can be monitored
by observation of changes in the angular distribution
or polarization of fluorescent light from the populated
state. The oscillator strength for transitions between
the populated and second state can thereby be deter-
mined as we discussed belo~.

The virtual transitions of Fig. I can be described
with the light-shift operator H, defined by its matrix
elements between sublevels i and j of the populated
state4 '.

H,J = —gk a. D,kDkJ e'/h 5 v.

Here g v = v —vo is the frequency detuning of the laser
I

f,t,
= [2(Et, —E, )/3r, c't'(2J, + I) ] $ (J,m lDl JbIt, )

ill, p,

where we use the convention of Corney. 7 Here E, and

Et, are the energies of the populated and second states.
The fluence I of linearly polarized fluorescent light
emitted by the atoms after the light-shift pulse has
passed is given bye

I=a [I+ap, (cosH)(T„)J], (5)

where the constant A accounts for detector efficiency.
P2(cosH) is the second Legendre polynomial, where H

is the angle between the z axis (vertical axis) and the
polarization direction of detected linearly polarized

frequency v from the resonant frequency vo, the classi-
cal electric field of the light is E= ee '"'+ e"e'"', and
the electric dipole moment operator of the transition is
D. The sum extends over all sublevels k of the second
state. If the second state lies higher than the populat-
ed state, rather than lo~er as is assumed in Fig. 1, the
sign is changed in the right-hand side of (I) and the
amplitudes e and e' are interchanged. The evolution
caused by the light-shift pulse is described by the uni-
tary time-evolution operator

Q T
U = exp[ —(i/t) H dt]40

m m e-isa( ) (2)

where the time integral extends over the pulse dura-
tion T, and l m ) are the eigenstates of H, i.e.,
Hlm) =E(m)lm). For linearly polarized light, m is
the azimuthal quantum number for an axis along e,
and the phase angles are given by

f% T
@(m)=t '„E( m)d-t

The oscillator strength is defined by

(Jei IDIJ.m). (4)

fluorescence. The population imbalances in the popu-
lated state are conveniently described by the mean
alignment ( T2o), where for a state with angular
momentum J= —', , T2o= —,

' J, ——', . The final(f) align-
ment after the passage of the light-shift pulse is denot-
ed by (T~o)&. The coefflcient8 8 in (5) equals —2 if
fluorescence is observed for a transition from a popu-
lated state having J, = —', to a terminal state with

J, = —,
' . If J, = —', , then 8-—', .

We assume pure alignment of the populated state

= (3re &/2h ) C (Jt, IJ, ;m 0) (f~t, F/5 v ) . (3)

Here r, = .2 82&&1 0'3 cm is the classical electron ra-
dius, X is the optical wavelength of the transition, Vis
a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, 6 the laser-pulse fluence

T
is F= (c/2sr) j le l2 dt, and the electronic angular mo-
menta of the populated and second states are J, and
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before the light-shift pulse, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The light-shift pulse will then transform the initial alignment

( T») &
into a final alignment ( Tqo)I as follows:

(T20), = (T,.), Tr(»,.U'T») = ( T»), [1+-,' si"p(3 si"p-4) (1 —cos~q) i, (6)

where the light-shift pulse is linearly polarized at an
angle P to the z axis and the phase difference is given
in terms of the phases (3) by

&y=@(+-,')-@(+ ,') =F-/&F, ,

where

1/EFO = xy u bf~p [1/PL —I/X 6]

Here the sum extends over the two second states,
O'Pt~2 and 5'Py2, which significantly affect these ex-
periments. The coefficients a,q are readily calculated
from (3) to be Agb ——(4'/5 hc ) A.g~ if Jp ———', and

u,&= —r, X,&/hc if J&= —,'. To derive the last term of
(6) it is convenient to use the matrix representation of
Tzo on the basis lm) discussed in connection with (2).

Because of spatial nonuniformities of the light-shift
pulse, different atoms experience different fluences
and therefore different phase angles (3). Perhaps the
simplest fluence distribution to consider, which was

closely approximated in our experiment, is the ex-
ponential distribution with mean fluence Fo,

P (F) = (1/F, ) exp( - F/F, ), (9)
characteristic of a fully developed speckle pattern. 9

The spatially averaged value of the fluence-dependent
part of the signal is then easily shown to be

(cosh, 4t) = P(F) 4F cosh, P

= (&F,)'/[(~F, )'+ F,']. (10)
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Although the fluence distribution measured in our ex-
periments is similar to (9), model calculations show
that the interpretation of the parameter thFot as the
half width of a depolarization curve remains valid to
within a few percent for many plausible fluence distri-
butions, such as broad Gaussian, square-pulse, and
triangular-pulse distributions.

A diagram of our apparatus to measure oscillator
strengths is shown in Fig. 2. A Pyrex-glass sample cell
contains a small amount of 8 Rb metal. The cell is
heated to 120'C to provide a Rb number density of
about 2x lo'3 cm . Two dye lasers are pumped by a
doubled Nd:YAG (neodymium-doped yttrium alumi-
num garnet) laser at a 20-Hz repetition rate. The 4-
nsec output pulses are delayed with respect to each
other by about 15 nsec by path-length differences from
the lasers to the sample cell. The first pulse at 6969 A

drives a two-photon transition from the 5St~2 ground
state of Rb to the 6Dy2 excited state, which has a radi-
ative lifetime of about 250 nsec. The propagation
direction of the exciting pulse is taken as the y axis of
a coordinate system (see Fig. 2). The laser is polarized
along the z (vertical) axis, the direction of a 14-6
magnetic field which is used to decouple the nuclear
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FIG. 1. Redistribution of populations of Zeeman sublev-
els by the light-shift pulse.
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FIG. 2. Experimental apparatus.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of theory (solid line) from (9) with
experimental data. We have set Ib FOI equal to the widths of
curves similar to those in Fig. 3 obtained for the 7D3~2-SP
transitions. The sign of AFO was chosen to agree with that
predicted by (8).

effects with perturbed angular correlations. The atoms
"integrate" the light shift and respond to the pulsed
laser fluence in much the same way that a ballistic gal-
vanometer responds to the total charge of a current
pulse. The temporal substructure of the laser pulse is
not important. Unlike methods based on absorption or
curves of growth, where the relative amounts of
Doppler, collisional, and natural broadening are cru-
cial, this method uses light which is detuned so far off
resonance that details of the line shape are not impor-
tant. %ith this method it is possible to measure direct-
ly oscillator strengths of transitions out of any state for
which radiative lifetimes can be determined by pulsed
laser excitation and fluorescent monitoring. There is
no need to measure branching ratios. Oscillator
strengths can be determined for transitions to lower or
higher states, including autoionizing states.

In conclusion we point out a close connection
between this method and the classical hook method'
for measuring oscillator strengths. In the hook
method an interferometer is used to measure the opti-
cal phase-retardation angle @„produced by an atomic
vapor of number density N and length l The phase r. e-
tardations of the vapor and reference paths in the con-
ventional hook method correspond to the 2J, + 1

atomic phase angles of (3). The hook phase shift is re-
lated to the atomic phase shifts of (3) by

(F/h u) y„=W@,
where the mean atomic phase shift is

y=(2J. +1)-'g y(m).

The quantity M is the atomic column density (atoms
per unit area) and the quantity F/hv is the photon
column density (photons per unit area). In short, our
method is basically an inverse hook method where we

TABLE I. Oscillator strengths of rubidium.

SPI)2
SPy2
SP I/2

SPy2

6Dy2
6Dy2
7Dy2
7Dy2

This expt.

0.027 (5)
0.0026 (t)
0.021 (4)
0.0018(4)

.fp.
Theory"'

0.036
0.0040
0.024
0.0026

Goltz et al.

0.030
0.0032
0.020
0.0020

'Reference 11. Reference 12.

have interchanged the role of atoms and photons. We
do this because pulsed lasers provide adequate and
easily measured photon column densities (i.e., flu-
ences). Only enough excited atoms are needed to give
a good fluorescent signai. It is often impossible to ob-
tain adequate excited-atom column densities and,
more importantly, to measure such densities to permit
absolute oscillator strengths to be determined by the
conventional hook method.
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